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Abstract: Today users sharing large volume of images through social sites inadvertently become a major problem of 

maintaining confidentiality. To help the users to control access to their shared content needs some tools. An Adaptive 

Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) used in this paper to address the confidentiality problem.A3P system helps the user to 

compose confidentiality setting of their images by examine the role of social context, image content and metadata these act 

as a possible indicators of users privacy preferences.A3P system uses the two-level framework according to users available 

history on the site to determines the best available privacy policy for users images being uploaded. The solution relies on 

an image classification framework for image categories which may be associated with similar policies, and on an algorithm 

which predict the policy to automatically generate a policy for each newly uploaded image, also according to user’s social 

features. The generated policies fallow the evolution of users’ confidentiality attitude. 

Index Terms- Online information services, web based services. 

I Introduction 

Now a day‟s images are one of the key enablers of user‟s 

connectivity. Images can be shared both previously 

established group of known people or social circle and also 

with the people outside the users social circles. The rich 

images may reveal the content of sensitive information. 

Sharing images with in social sites may quickly leads to 

unwanted disclosure and confidentiality 

violation[3],[24].The persistent nature of online media 

makes it possible for other user to collect rich aggregate 

information about the owner of published content and 

subjects in the published content[3],[20],[24]. That 

information can result in unexpected exposure of one‟s 

social environment and leads to abuse of one‟s personal life. 

Most content sharing websites allow users to enter their 

confidentiality preferences. But, recent studies shown that 

users struggle to set up and maintain such confidentiality 

settings [1], [11], [22], [33]. One of the main reason to 

adopting policy recommendation system is the amount of 

shared information process can be tedious and error-prone  

in many websites. Therefore, many have adopting the policy 

recommendation system which can assist the user to easily 

and properly configure confidential setting [7], [22], [28], 

[30]. The existing  automated confidentiality setting appears 

to be inadequate to address the unique confidentiality needs 

of images [3],[5],[41], due to the amount of information 

implicitly carried with in images and their relationship with 

online environment where they are exposed.    

In this paper, A3P system is proposing which aim is to 

provide users a problem free confidential setting experience 

by automatically generating personalized policies. The A3P 

system handles the images uploaded by the users and factors 

in the fallowing criteria. The images confidentiality settings 

influenced by the criteria: 

 The impact of social environment and personal 

characteristics. The useful information regarding 

users‟ confidentiality preference can be provided 

by the social context of users such as their profile 

information and relationship with others. For 

example, user interested in photography may like to 

share their photo with other photographer, user who 

has several family members among their social 

contact may share the images related to family 

events with them. Users may have different opinion 

on confidentiality setting on the same type of 

images. It is important to find out the balancing 

point between the impact of social environment and 

individual characteristics of users in order to 

predict the policy that fulfils the need of each 

individual. 

Individuals may change their overall attitude 

towards confidentiality as time passes. In order         

to develop a personalized policy recommendation 

system changes on confidentiality opinion should 

be carefully considered. 

 Role of image‟s content and metadata. Generally 

similar images often incur similar confidentiality 

preferences, especially when people appear in the 

images. For example, one may upload several 

images of his children‟s and specify that only his 

family members can allow to see that images. He 

may upload some other images of landscape and 

may set confidentiality preference allowing anyone 

to view and comment that image. 

Analyzing Visual content not be enough to capture users 

confidentiality preferences. Tags and other metadata are 

indicative of the social context of the image, including 
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where it was taken and why [4], and synthetic description of 

the images‟ provided to complimenting the information 

obtained from the visual content analysis. 

2. A3P Framework 

2.1 Preliminary notions 

Users can express their confidentiality preferences about 

their content disclosure preferences with the other users are 

socially connected with him via confidentiality policies. 

Confidential policy defined according to Definition 1. This 

policy inspired by popular social sites (i.e., Face book, 

Picasa, Flickr), actual implementation depends on specific 

content management site structure and implementations.  

Definition 1: A confidential policy P of user U consists the 

fallowing components: 

 Subject(S): A set of users socially connected to U. 

 Data (D): A set of data item shared by U. 

 Action (A): A set of action granted by U to S on D. 

 Condition (C): a Boolean expression which must be 

satisfied in order to perform the granted actions. 

According to definition users in S can be represented by 

their identities and roles (e.g., family, co-workers, friends), 

or organization (e.g., profit organization, or non-profit 

organization). Set of images in the user profile is D. Each 

image has the unique ID along with some metadata 

associated with it like tags “vacation”, “birthday”. Further 

images are grouped into albums. As for A consider four 

common type of action :{ view, comment, tag, download}. 

C specifies when the granted action is effective. C is 

Boolean expression on grantees attribute like time, location 

and age. Example policy is given below. 

Example 1: john would like to allow his friends and co-

worker to comment and tag images in album named 

“vacation album” and image named “birthday.jpg” before 

year 2011. This confidentiality preference can be expressed 

by the fallowing policy: 

P :{{ friends, co-workers},{vacation album, 

birthday.jpg},{comment, tag},{date<2011}}. 

2.2 System overview 

Figure 1 shows the A3P system overview, it consist two 

main components: A3P-core and A3P-social. When images 

uploaded by the user it first sent to the A3P-core. The A3P-

core classifies the image and determines whether there is a 

need to invoke the A3P-social.A3P-core uses the historical 

behaviour of user to predict the policy for the users. A3P-

core invokes the A3P-social if one of the two fallowing 

cases is true:  

(i) The user doesn‟t have enough data for the type of 

image uploaded to apply policy prediction 

procedure. 

(ii) If any major changes among the users community 

about their confidentiality setting along with user 

increase of social network activities. 

 

Fig.1: System overview 

The A3P social continuously monitor the social group of 

user. When the A3p social invoked, it automatically 

identifies the social group of user and send back the 

information about the group to A3p core for policy 

prediction. At the end system displays the predicted policy 

to user. User can accept that policy if he satisfied by that 

policy otherwise he can choose to revise the policy. When 

the newly generated policy not accepted by the user it will 

be stored in policy repository of the system for the policy 

prediction of further uploads. 

3. A3P-core 

A3P-core consist two major components: 

(i) Image classification and 

(ii) Adaptive policy prediction 

First user images classified based on the content and 

metadata. Then, confidential policies for each category of 

images are analyzed for predicting the policy. 

Two-stage approach is adopting for policy recommendation. 

This approach allows the system to employ the first stage to 

classify the new image and find the candidate set of images 

for the subsequent policy recommendation.   

3.1 Image classification 

Hierarchical image classification is proposed to obtain group 

of images that may be associated with similar confidential 

preferences. This image classifier first classifies the image 

based on their content and then, refines each category into 

subcategories based on their metadata. Images grouped only 

by its content, if it doesn‟t have the metadata. This 

classification gives a higher priority to image content and 

minimizes the influence of missing tags.  

Figure 2 shows classification of 10 images named as 

A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I and J respectively. The two categories 

“landscape” and „kid “created by content based 

classification. Both the category shows kids playing 

outdoor, which satisfy the two themes: “landscape” and 

“kid” so, image C, D, E, and F included in both the 

categories. In Figure 2, two subcategories are presented 

under each theme. Image G not shown in any subcategories 

because it don‟t have any tag. Image A shown in both 

subcategories because it has a tag indicating both “beach” 

and “wood”.  

 

 

Fig 2: Two-level image classification 
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3.1.1 Content–Based classification 

Efficient and accurate image similarity approach is used for 

content-based classification. Quantified and sanitized 

version of Haar wavelet transformation definition is used for 

image signature. The classification algorithm compares the 

signature of images. The wavelet transform encodes the 

frequency and spatial information related to image colour, 

size, invariant transform, shape, texture, symmetry, etc for 

each image. Then, it selects the small number of co-efficient 

to make a signature to image. The distance among the 

signature of images gives the similarity among the images. 

Symmetry, shape, texture and SIFT [25] are the criteria to 

select similarity. Sometime, colour and size are also 

considered. The system begins with five generic classes of 

image: (a) explicit (e.g., nudity, violence, drinking, etc), (b) 

adult, (c) kids, (d) scenery (e.g., beach, mountains), (e) 

animals. Initially for each class number of images assigned 

by taking images from Google images. Each class may 

approximately contain 1000 of images. System contains a 

large data set of images. Then, signature generated to all 

images in the data set and stored them into data base.   

To evaluate the accuracy of content classifier some 

preliminary tests are conducted. The classifier tested against 

a ground-truth data set, image-net.org [17]. Over 100 

million of images are collected and classified according to 

the structure of wordnet in image-net. The first half of 

images taken as training data set in each image class and 

classify the next 800 images. The result of classification was 

recorded as true if the direct hypernym or synset‟s search 

term is returned as class. The average accuracy A3P-core 

classifier is above 94 percent. 

When the image uploaded by the user it used as input query 

image. The classifier compares the signature of newly 

uploaded image with the signature of images in the current 

database. It first finds the m closest matches to uploaded 

image to determine the class of the new image. Based on 

which class the majority of m images belongs are 

considering classifying to which class the new uploaded 

image belongs to. The policy prediction for the new image 

turns out correct. Then, that image will be included in 

corresponding image class in the system data base, to help 

refine future policy prediction. The A3P system sets m as 

25. 

3.1.2 Metadata-Based classification 

The group of images classified into sub categories by the 

metadata-based classification. This process consist three 

main steps: 

1. First step extract the keyword from the metadata 

associated with an image. 

2. Second step derives respective hypernym from 

each metadata vector. 

3. Third step finds subcategories that an image 

belongs to. 

In the first step tags, comments and caption associated with 

the images are considered as metadata. In A3P-core 

metadata vector are used which stores the all noun, verb, 

adjective in the metadata such as      ={  ,   ,....,   }, 

     ={  ,   ,....,   } and     ={  ,   ,....,   }, where i, j and 

k are total number of noun, verb and adjectives respectively. 

The second step based on wordnet classification [39] 

hypernym. It retrieves and obtain hypernym list for each     
in metadata vector. Ƞ= {(  ,   ), (  ,   ).........}, where v is 

hypernym and f is its frequency. For example, consider   = 

{“cousin”, “first-step”, “baby boy”} as metadata vector. 

System finds that “baby boy” and “cousin” have the “kid” as 

hypernym and “initiative” as the hypenym for “first-step”. 

So, corresponding hypernym list Ƞ={(kid,2), (initiative,1)}. 

System selects the highest frequency hypernym to be the 

representative hypernym, e.g., kid. If more tha one 

hypernym have the same frequency then system selects the 

hypernym which is most relevant to baseline class. For 

example, Ƞ={(kid,2), (cousine,2), (initiative,1)}, then 

system will selects “kid” to be representative hypernym 

because it is closest to baseline class “kids”. 

In third step finding subcategories is incremental procedure. 

At the beginning, subcategory of image form by itself and 

representative hypernyms of the image become the 

subcategories representative hypernyms then, system 

compute the distance between representative hypernymsof 

new image and each existing subcategories. Let,   ,    and  

   are respective representative hypernyms in metadata 

vector corresponding to noun, adjective and verbs 

respectively of new image. For each subcategory C,   
 ,    

  

and    
  are representative hypernyms of noun ,adjectives 

and verb respectively. The weighted sum of edit distance 

[38] between corresponding pair of representative 

hypernyms as shown in equation 1 used to compute the 

distance between image and subcategories. Where, D is edit 

distance and W is weight. 

      =   .D (  ,    
 ) +   .D (  ,    

 ) +   .D (  ,    
 )                         

(1) 

Where   +  +   =1 and   >  >   . The noun in 

equation (1) has highest hypernym weight because noun is 

very close to baseline class. Adjectives taken the Second 

highest weight because, they are refining the base class 

criteria. Verbs are considered as final hypernym weight .by 

default,   =0.5,    =0.3   = 0.2 are taken. 

After finding closest subcategory to new image system will 

check that subcategory has the distance value less than 

threshold value  . I distance value less than   then, new 

image include in that subcategory and update the 

representative hypernymsof subcategory by keeping highest 

frequency with hypernyms. Otherwise, new subcategory 

constructed for that new image. 

3.2Adaptive policy prediction 

Confidential policy for newly uploaded image by the user is 

predicted and provided by the policy prediction algorithm. 

Users confidentiality concern reflected in the predicted 

policy. The process of policy prediction consists three main 

phases: 

(i) Policy normalization 

(ii) Policy mining and 

(iii)  Policy prediction 

A simple decomposition process of converting users policy 

into a set of atomic rules in which the data(D) component is 

single element set is called as policy normalization. 

3.2.1 policy mining 

Hierarchical mining approach used for policy mining. 

Within the same category of the new image because images 
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Policy mining is carried. When user uploaded an image  he 

first decides who can access the image, then thinks about 

what specific access rights (e.g., view only or download) can 

be given , and finally define the access conditions. The 

hierarchical mining first look for popular subjects defined by 

the user, then look for popular actions in the policies 

containing the popular subjects, and finally for popular 

conditions in the policies containing both popular subjects 

and conditions. 

 Step 1: conduct association rule mining on the 

same category of the new image, the subject 

component of polices. Let S1, S2; . . ., denote the 

subjects occurring in policies. Each resultant rule is 

an implication of the form X   Y, where X, Y  ⊆ 

S1, S2, . . . } , and X  Y= Ø .we select the best 

rules according to one some interestingness 

measures, i.e., the generality of the rule, defined 

using support and confidence as introduced in [16]. 

The most popular subjects (i.e., single subject) or 

subject combinations (i.e., multiple subjects) in 

policies indicated by the selected rules. we consider 

policies which contain at least one subject in the 

selected rules in further steps set of such policies 

denoted as   
     and corresponding to a selected 

rule   
    

Example 2. Assume there are six images in the same 

category of the newly uploaded image “park.jpg” and  P2, 

P5, P9, P13, P18 and P22 are corresponding policies . Table 

1 shows what subjects are mentioned in each policy. Mining 

data in Table 1 may return a best association rule like   
     : 

{family}   {friend}, meaning that when the user specifies a 

policy for his family members, he tends to grant the same 

access right to his friends. In other words, {family}  { 

friend} is a popular combination appearing in policies. 

According to    
    , P2 will be removed for further 

consideration since it does not contain any subject in   
    

 Step 2: In each policy set   
   , association rule 

mining  conduct on the action component. The 

result will be in the form of a set of association 

rules X   Y, where X, Y ⊆  {open, comment, tag, 

download}, and X  Y = Ø ;. Similar to the first 

step, we will select the best rules according to the 

generality interestingness. This time, the selected 

rules indicate the most popular combination of 

actions in policies with respect to each particular 

subject or subject combination. We remove the 

policy which don not contains any action. Given a 

selected rule   
   , 

Table 1 

Example  

PolicyID Familly friend coeorker     Other 

P2 

 

0 0 1 0 

P5 1 1 0 0 

P9 1 1 0 0 

P13 1 1 0 0 

P18 

 

0 1 1 1 

P22 1 0 0 0 

 

  
      denotes the reaming policies , and    

       
      

Table 2: Example of action components 

Policy 

ID 

View-

only 

comment tag download 

P5  
  

0 1 1 0 

P9  
 

1 0 0 0 

P13  
 

0 1 1 0 

P18  0 1 1 1 

P22 0 1 1 1 

 

Example 3. Let us consider the remaining policies from 

Example 2. Table 2 shows the action components in these 

policies (actions “comment”, “tag” and “download” imply 

the “view” action). After mining the action component, we 

may obtain association rules as follows: 

  
   :{tag }  {comment}  

  
   :{download}   {comment}  

  
    means that when the user allows someone to tag an 

image, he usually also allows the person to comment on the 

image.   
     means that if one has the “download” right of 

an image, he/she is most likely to also have the comment 

right. Suppose that the best rule is   
     according to the 

interestingness measure. Then, policy P9 will be removed. 

 Step 3: We proceed to mine the condition 

component in each policy set   
     . Let attr1, attr2, 

..., attrn denote the distinct attributes in the 

condition component of the policies in   
    The 

association rules are in the same format of X   Y 

but with X, Y ⊆ {attr1,attr2, . . . , attrn}. Once the 

rules are obtained, we again select the best rules 

using the generality interestingness measure. The 

selected rules give us a set of attributes which often 

appear in policies. Similarly, we denote the policies 

containing at least one attribute in the selected rule 

  
    Rcon   

    and   
     ⊆   

    The next task is 

to determine the actual condition of these attributes. 

Specifically, in each  
      , we will choose the 

most frequent conditions for the selected attributes. 

Example 4. Let us continue with Example 3. Table 3 lists 

attributes occurring in the condition component of the 

remaining policies. 

The best association rule may be:  
  
   : {age}  {time}. 

It indicates that this user usually mentions age and time 

together in policy conditions. Consequently, policy P22 will 

be removed. Suppose that the majority of the policies (both 

P5 and P13) specify that people with age older than 18 will 

be granted access right before year 2012. Then, these 

conditions will be considered for generating candidate 

policies in the following Step 4. 

 Step 4: This step is to generate candidate policies. 

Given    
   ⊆   

   ⊆   
    , we consider each 

corresponding series of best rules:    
    ,    

    and  

   
     

Table 3 

Example of condition component 

 

PolicyId age loction time affiliation 

P5  
 

1 1 1 0 

P13  1 0 1 0 
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P18 1 0 1 0 

P22 0 0 0 1 

 

Candidate policies are required to possess all elements 

in   
    ,    

    and     
     . that candidate policies may be 

different from the policies as result of Step 3. This is 

because Step 3 will keep policies as long as they have one of 

the attributes in the selected rules. 

Example 5. From Example 2, 3 and 4, we obtained the 

following set of best association rules: 

   
   :{family}  {friend} 

  
   : {tag}   {comment}  

  
    : {age}  {time} 

For the new image park.jpg, one candidate policy could 

be:    : [{family,friend}, {park.jpg}, {comment,tag}, (age 

> 18 time< 2012)] 

3.2.2 Policy Prediction 

Several candidate policies generated in the policy mining 

step. the goal of our system is to return the best policy  to 

the user. Thus, we present an approach to choose the best 

candidate policy that follows the user‟s privacy preference 

 

3.3 A3P-SOCIAL 

The A3P-social employs a multi-criteria inference 

mechanism that generates representative policies by 

leveraging key information related to the user‟s social 

context and his general attitude toward privacy. As 

mentioned earlier, A3Psocial will be invoked by the A3P-

core in two situations. One is when the user is a newbie of a 

site, and does not have enough images stored for the A3P-

core to infer meaningful and customized policies. The other 

is when the system notices significant changes of privacy 

trend in the user‟s social circle, which may be of interest for 

the user to possibly adjust his/her privacy settings 

accordingly.we first present the types of social context 

considered by A3P-Social, and then present the policy 

recommendation process. 

4.Experimental Settings 

We collecting the data sets by performing two type of 

expreiments 

(i) survey-based study and  

(ii) direct user evaluation. 

Survey-based study and data collection: We collected two 

sets of actual user-specified policies to be used as ground 

truth for our evaluation. 

Direct user evaluation: The x experiment is performed to 

test the acceptability our systems, i.e., whether users would 

consider the predicted policies reasonable, and inline with 

their overall preferences. We asked participants to input 

policies for a few images at first for training purposes. To 

bootstrap the algorithm three images from a given class are 

sufficient. Next, participants enter privacy settings for a set 

of images that they would upload in their fictitious profile. 

Upon showing the image, privacy settings for it are 

suggested to the user. The participant has the option to 

accept the predicted policy as is, revise some components of 

it, or disagree with the predicted result and he re-enter 

preferred settings. 

Conclusion 

We are using the Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) 

system .that generate the Automate the privacy policy 

settings for their uploaded images. The A3P system provides 

a comprehensive framework that takes users social 

environment and personal characteristics, the role of image‟s 

content and metadata. At the end, the predicted policy will 

be displayed to the user. If the user is fully satisfied by the 

predicted policy, he or she can just accept it.  Otherwise, the 

user can choose to revise the policy. The actual policy will 

be stored in the policy repository of the system for the 

policy prediction of future uploads.  
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